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MANPADS Proliferation Reduction by Design
On Countermeasures and Kill Switches
Introduction

Since then, thousands of MAN-

mitigation programmes concerning

PADS worldwide have been lost, stolen,

conventional weapons. In 2011, the then

or diverted from government arsenals.

Secretary of State Hillary Clinton

In 2011, anti-government forces looted

committed over USD 40 million to

the Libyan government’s massive

these programmes (US AFRICOM,

stocks of MANPADS. The US State

2011). More recently, armed groups

Department official Andrew Shapiro

in Syria and Ukraine have acquired

withdrawal from Afghanistan in 1989,

noted that ‘Libya had accumulated the

dozens of MANPADS, including recent

the US government launched a buy-

largest stockpile of MANPADS of any

systems (Schroeder, 2014; Binnie, 2014).

back programme aimed at recovering

non-MANPADS-producing country

In the 1980s the United States delivered
several hundred missiles for Stinger
Man-Portable Air Defence Systems
(MANPADS) to Afghan resistance
groups, some members of which later
formed the Taliban. After Moscow’s

With mounting public opposition

the missiles. Despite offering rewards

in the world’ (Shapiro, 2012, p. 7).

to human rights violations in Syria and

of USD 100,000 or more for each mis-

Securing these and other weapons in

other conflict zones, there is increasing

sile, only a few dozen were recovered

Libya has been costly, as illustrated by

pressure on governments to provide

(Fitchett, 2001).

US contributions to multilateral threat-

advanced weapons systems to armed

MANPADS are lightweight, surface-to-air missile systems designed to be operated by a single individual or a small crew. The incorporation of technical-use controls could
offer some protection against their unauthorized use.								
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resistance groups. Rather than putting

MANPADS as these become available.

control technologies and the adminis-

troops in harm’s way, certain US poli-

A provision of the Wassenaar Arrange

trative, engineering, logistical, and

ticians suggest that the United States

ment’s policy on MANPADS that is

strategic issues associated with in-

should provide allies with the means

seldom discussed calls on member

stalling and using them in MANPADS.

to defend themselves (Londoño and

states to ‘implement technical performance

While much of the discussion is based

Miller, 2013). In the long term, however,

and/or launch control features for newly

on an analysis of the US FIM-92

the provision of MANPADS to non-

designed MANPADS as such technologies

Stinger system, it is assumed that the

state actors can be dangerous: after the

become available to them’. Those respon-

key issues that apply to Stingers are

hostilities end, there is at present little

sible for drafting the Arrangement were

applicable to most other systems,

to prevent armed groups and criminals

careful to note that the controls should

including where to install the use-

from using these weapons to threaten

not compromise the weapon’s effective-

control, how it would work, and the

other governments as well as civilians.

ness: ‘Such features should not adversely

operational impact.

As illustrated by events in Afghanistan

affect the operational effectiveness of MAN

and Libya, it can be exceedingly diffi-

PADS for the legal user’ (WA, 2007,

options for incorporating technical-

cult to prevent the theft, loss, and illicit

para. 3.4). The Group of Eight (G8) and

use controls into current and future

retransfer of weapons abroad, includ-

the Organization for Security and Co-

MANPADS designs. As the Issue Brief

ing to militants.

operation in Europe (OSCE) adopted

explains, however, developing controls

1

Some analysts have called for the

similar language (G8, 2003; OSCE, 2008).

development of devices to minimize

Despite these efforts, it appears that

2

that address the threat to civilian aircraft posed by MANPADS without

the risk of non-state actors’ unauthor-

no MANPADS as yet incorporate secure

reducing their viability as air-defence

ized use of MANPADS. Such devices

technical-use controls. The apparent

weapons is a complex undertaking,

are often referred to as ‘technical-use

lack of progress in developing and in-

and the administrative, bureaucratic,

controls’—technologies that prevent

stalling such controls could be because

logistical, and technological barriers

anyone other than those with the legiti-

they are perceived to be not technically

to accomplishing this goal are likely

mate authority from using a weapon.

feasible. It remains unclear whether

to be significant.

The development and universal

MANPADS can be designed or modi-

deployment of such devices could

fied to reduce the possibility of diver-

eventually shut down the black market

sion to parties other than the intended

for MANPADS (Cordesman, 2012).

recipients without impeding operation-

Members of the Wassenaar Arrange

3

al effectiveness, or to incorporate a ‘kill

 ent (WA) and other multilateral fom

switch’ that prevents unauthorized use.

rums have already agreed to incorpo-

This Issue Brief addresses these

rate ‘launch control features’ into new

questions by examining several use-

Figure 1 Typical components of a MANPADS missile
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This examination reveals several
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Terms and definitions
As defined by the Wassenaar Arrange
ment, MANPADS are
surface-to-air missile systems designed
to be man-portable and carried and
fired by a single individual; and other

Over time MANPADS have be-

surface-to-air missile systems designed

mal battery or battery-coolant unit

to be operated and fired by more than

(BCU)) and some MANPADS can be

come more deadly and more difficult

one individual acting as a crew and

equipped with auxiliary features, such

to evade. The earliest MANPADS, in-

portable by several individuals.

as an identification friend or foe (IFF)

cluding the Russian SA-7 and the US

(WA, 2007, para. 1.1)

interrogator antenna or night-vision

Redeye, had only the most basic infra-

equipment.

red sensors, which lacked the sensitivity

While this definition encompasses both
man- and crew-portable systems, the
vast majority of MANPADS worldwide are shoulder-fired systems, which
are the primary focus of this study. A
technical-use control (or ‘use-control’)
is defined here as any device designed
to prevent or limit a missile launch
based on time, location, or the absence
of an authorizing device or code.4

Man-portable air defence
systems: a brief technical
overview

Newer versions of the Stinger

of today’s seekers. They could be led

MANPADS are equipped with a re-

off course by other heat sources, even

motely programmable microprocessor

the sun (Global Security, n.d.;

(RMP) that facilitates upgrades and
missile modifications. Designers can
add new threat profiles, and make
other changes to improve performance, without an expensive and
costly retrofit (US Army, n.d.; US
Marine Corps, 2011; US Marine
Corps, n.d.)

The missile round
Most shoulder-fired missiles are 1.5 to

Although there are several different

1.8 metres in length and weigh about

MANPADS models, most have certain

15–18 kg. Missiles are often catego-

common elements. Each MANPADS

rized by the type of seeker and guid-

features a missile, the same models of

ance system used. These include infra

which are often fired from other plat-

red (or ‘heat-seeking’) guidance, semi-

forms, including helicopters and

autonomous command line-of-sight

ground vehicles. The missile is loaded

missiles, and laser beam riders.

in a specially designed launch tube,

MANPADS are also categorized by

which provides for safe ejection and

generation (i.e. first, second, third or

launch, along with an integrated con-

fourth), which reflects when the system

trol with the launching device, often

was fielded and its technology level

referred to as a gripstock. Each system

(Schroeder, 2013, pp. 5–6; Bolkcom and

has a replaceable power supply (a ther-

Feickert, 2004, pp. 1–3; US Army, 2000).

Schroeder, 2011). Generation Two systems, such as the Soviet SA-14 and
early versions of the US Stinger, have
nitrogen or argon-cooled detectors
that improve the sensitivity of the
seekers, making them more reliable
and accurate (Bolkom and Feikert,
2004, p. 2). Generation Three systems
include Stinger RMP Block 1, the
French Mistral and the Russian SA-18,
and feature multiple detector elements
along with scanning techniques that
provide a quasi-image capability and
are consequently better at discriminating flares and countermeasures
from target aircraft. Generation Four
MANPADS will feature a complete
infrared imaging capability that
increases the range of the missile
(Bolkcom and Feickert, 2004, pp. 1–2;
IHS Jane’s, 2000, p. 3).

Figure 2 The gripstock assembly, which is attached to the launch tube via the latch mechanism
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The gripstock
The gripstock is the reuseable mechanism designed to initiate the launch
of a MANPADS missile. It is attached
to and removed from the launch tube
by means of a latch. The Stinger gripstock assembly includes a safety
switch and an actuator device, which
uncages (unlocks, i.e. allows to freely

for later-generation systems also con-

of the MANPADS operator. The device

tain coolant for the missile seeker. The

is connected to the gripstock by a quick-

seekers of some heat-seeking missiles

release, plug-in cable. The IFF unit is

must be cooled to almost cryogenic

used to interrogate the transponder

temperatures in order to operate

of military and civil aircraft and to

properly. These batteries are thus of-

listen for either Mode III (unclassi-

ten referred to as battery cooler units,

fied) or Mode IV (classified) replies.

or BCUs (US Army, 1981; Kögler, 2013,
p. 29).

of two separate components: the inter-

To activate the battery, a percussion

rogator and the programmer. The

primer is struck, igniting the mixtures

programmer is a separate piece of

of iron powder and potassium per-

equipment that is not carried with the

chlorate pyrotechnics. The heat melts

interrogator but tends to be kept at a

the electrolytes, which activates the

‘special facility’, that is, a place with

electric potential. When the devices

access to 115 or 220 volt electrical

and after launch. The gripstock also

are in storage, they can remain ready-

power—typically a unit headquarters

includes a firing trigger, an IFF inter-

to-use for decades, providing full

(HQ). The interrogator can make about

rogator switch, an IFF connector,5 and

power the instant the primer is struck.

800 interrogations before it has to be

a BCU receptacle. After the missile is

The disadvantage of thermal batteries

returned to the HQ to recharge the

fired, the gripstock can be detached

is that they provide a high burst of

batteries and reload new secure inter-

from the empty tube and reused

power for only a short period. The

rogation codes, called combat identifi-

(US Army, 2000).

BCU provides only 30–90 seconds of

cation (CID) codes (US Army, 1981,

power for pre-flight operations, de-

chs. 2–3). The interrogation codes are

pending on the type of MANPADS

valid only for a period of a few days.

(Kögler, 2013, p. 29). The Stinger bat-

Operational forces use the IFF interro-

tery is limited to 45 seconds of power

gation CID codes to distinguish be-

(US Marine Corps, 2011, paras. 2–6).

tween friendly military and civilian

rotate) the gyroscopic mechanism.
This action initiates tracking by
allowing the seeker to point towards
the target, and free rotation of the
gyroscopic mechanism allows the
missile to correct its trajectory during

Major component: thermal
batteries or battery-coolant unit
MANPADS are designed to remain in

aircraft from hostile forces. The codes

storage for many years. To accommodate this, a special battery is optimized
for high power and long storage
periods: the thermal battery, some-

Accessories: identification friend
or foe interrogator

are classified and periodically changed.
As currently configured, the IFF
does not prevent the firing of a MAN

times called a liquid or molten-sodium

The IFF interrogator is a battery-

PADS missile; it emits a tone only

battery (Parthasarathy, 2004). Batteries

powered unit that is worn on the belt

when a friendly aircraft is identified.

Figure 3 The identification friend or foe (IFF) interrogator module
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The complete IFF system consists
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The operator can choose to ignore this

When the seeker identifies the target,

life if a suitable code was entered’

warning and continue with the missile

it emits a distinct tone. The operator

(Cordesman, 2012, p. 2).

launch (US Army, 2000; US Marine

then presses and holds the uncaging

Corps, 2011, chs. 2–5).

switch, which allows the seeker to

controls for MANPADS may indeed be

track the target. If the seeker has

feasible and would reduce the likeli-

locked onto the target and there is still

hood of use by unauthorized persons.

a distinct tone, indicating tracking, the

The usefulness of such devices would

operator squeezes and holds the firing

be determined by several factors,

trigger and continues to track the

including their cost, effectiveness,

target for three to five seconds, after

and impact on legitimate use.

Missile operation
To understand the various options for
installing technical-use controls on
MANPADS, it is necessary to understand how a MANPADS operates.
This section provides an overview of
the launch process, using the FIM-92
Stinger MANPADS as an example.
The basic operation of other types of
MANPADS is similar.
A MANPADS is designed for
defending fixed points (e.g. military
facilities, infrastructure, and airfields)
and mobile teams against attacking
aircraft. The MANPADS therefore has
to be ready to fire in a few seconds.
Upon activation, the missile must be
fired within 30–90 seconds or the battery is depleted and must be replaced.
Stinger missile operators are trained to
activate, track, and fire the missile in 10
seconds. Consequently, a MANPADS
equipped with a technical-use control
must be ready for launching quickly,
either by the rapid acquisition of
launch authority or by operating in a

which the missile’s launch motor
ignites, propelling it from the launch
tube (US Army, 2000). At a safe dis-

the missile power system;
using a Global Positioning System

Implementing technical-use
controls

(GPS) geographic lock-out mecha-

It may in the future be possible to pre-

entry. The key could be physical

vent the unauthorized use of MAN

(operating a mechanical switch),

PADS by incorporating technical-use

manual (such as a keypad), or elec-

controls into new units. Such controls

tronic (using an external device or

would require the operator to enter

radio frequency dongle).

special codes, use keys, or otherwise
ensure that the she or he is authorized
to use the missile before it becomes
operational. Producers of future airdefence systems could be required to
include such modifications to reduce
the possibility of unauthorized use.
Strategic and International Studies

missile tube. There is no electronic
sight, although there is an attachment
for an optional night-vision device. The
operator then determines what type of
aircraft is being targeted by pressing
the IFF interrogator switch and listening for a response. The IFF interrogator

use controls in MANPADS, including:

missile then guides itself to the target.

at some earlier time).

range ring, which folds out from the

approaches to introducing technical-

modifying the characteristics of

standby mode (having been activated

operator centres the target in the sight-

There are several possible

tance, the flight motor ignites and the

Anthony Cordesman of the Center for

Before launching the missile, the

The development of technical-use

(CSIS) suggests that

nism; or
using some type of key or code

In each case, the key or code would
enable or activate the missile for a
limited period of time. After the set
period, the missile system would
become inoperable and would need to
be returned to a secure maintenance
facility, or enabled through the use of
special equipment to reset the authorization codes.
The difficulty of applying technical-

[A] small chip can be inserted into

use controls to MANPADS extends

these weapons that could continuously

beyond modifying the weapon.

read their location once activated. If
such a chip was tied to a device that
disabled the weapon if it moved to the
wrong area, it would greatly reduce
the risk of its falling into the wrong
hands. (Cordesman, 2012, p. 2)

Operators would also need the logistical infrastructure and equipment required to ensure that the missile could
be activated in ways that minimize the
risk of unauthorized access to keys and
key codes, and to change the authorization codes as they expire or the

simply assists in identifying the aircraft

He goes on to claim: ‘Encryption chips

and does not prevent the missile from

can be equally small and cheap and

being fired (Army, 2000; US Marine

could perform a number of additional

prevent the removal or circumvention

Corps, 2011, paras. 2–5).

functions. They could have a time

of the control. As noted by Aram

clock to disable the weapon at a given

Nerguizian of the Center for Strategic

time, with the option of extending the

& International Sudies, ‘people who

When the target is within range, the
operator initiates the firing sequence.

MANPADS is moved to other regions.
Another significant challenge is to

http://www.smallarmssurvey.org
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get their hands on such weapons

niques and technologies for use with

weapon system to activate components

could quickly find a way to disable or

conventional weapons.

within the weapon or weapon system.

There are several possible ap-

spoof tracking chips and kill
switches’ (Reed, 2012). Thus, effective

proaches to making a device physically

technical-use controls would require

tamper-resistant. Common techniques

anti-tamper components that are suf-

could include:

ficiently robust to thwart attempts to

At the simplest level a PAL comprises
two (physically) tamper-proof black
boxes. The first, which is buried in the

packaging that requires special

weapon system, decrypts a digital data

tools to disassemble;

stream from the second box, which

hardening the electronic enclosure

contains complex, encrypted informa-

using high-temperature resins;

tion needed to operate the weapon.

ensuring certain components

The second box also contains the

crumble or break apart if they are

means to receive an activation s ignal

This section examines several possible

incorrectly disassembled;

(key), which allows the encrypted

design changes or system modifica-

erasing critical software in the

information to be transferred to the

tions aimed at preventing the unau-

event of inappropriate access.

first box. A key, a code, a time signal,

remove or circumvent the controls.

Design consideration for
technical-use controls

thorized use of MANPADS, and the
potential operational impact of such
changes. The section begins with a
brief description of Permissive Action
Links (PALs)—the closest existing
analogue to the technical-use controls
assessed in this Issue Brief—and an
overview of tamper-proofing, that is,
ensuring that components cannot be
removed or replaced without compromising the entire missile system. It then
considers the logistical requirements
for deploying use-controls and con-

For tamper-proofing to be reliable,
additional features are required to prevent critical firing components from
being bypassed or simply replaced.
These techniques, as highlighted by

itself would be useless.

The word ‘link’ in Permissive Action

activation device and the firing mech-

Link depends on seeking permission

anisms. Some of the techniques are

from an external source in order to

commonly used to secure nuclear

operate the weapon. Creating the link

weapons and might also be viable for

to allow action would require one or

MANPADS.

more additional logistical steps, regard-

The nuclear counterpart of MAN
PADS technical-use controls is called

Permissive Action Links and
tamper-proofing technical-use
controls

dating back to the early days of nuclear

Given advances in the miniaturization

firing. Potential unauthorized users

of integrated circuits and experience

range from arms traffickers who have

with nuclear weapons and other types

stolen or diverted the weapons to

of sensitive equipment, developing the

rogue military officers entrusted with

weapons security. It is a device incorporated into a weapon system that is
intended to prevent unauthorized

technical challenge. Some of the chal-

buried in the weapon. Either box by

the user inputs, or between the launch-

based technologies as use-controls.

should not pose an insurmountable

pass the critical data to the electronics

an encrypted data stream between

cludes with an assessment of GPS-

components of a technical-use control

or some other action, is required to

Logistical infrastructure requirement (the authorization chain)

Cordesman (2012), suggest the use of

a Permissive Action Link (PAL), a term

them (Bellovin, 2009).
The US Defense Department
defines a PAL as:

less of the technique used. These steps
include:
maintenance of a crypto key infrastructure;
periodic removal of the system to
a ‘special facility’ or maintenance
depot for the replacement of time-
sensitive components;
the development of equipment—
or the modification of existing
equipment—to reset the activation
codes;
the creation and maintenance of
some type of communication link
to verify that the user is authorized

lenges are similar to those confronting

A device included in or attached to a

designers of similar devices for nuclear

nuclear weapon system to preclude

weapons, which, to the best of our

arming and/or launching until the in

The physical act of enabling a

knowledge, have never been detonated

sertion of a prescribed discrete code or

MANPADS equipped with a PAL-like

by unauthorized users. It may be

combination. It may include equipment

technical-use control would not be

possible to adapt some of these tech-

and cabling external to the weapon or

particularly difficult or complex for the

6

6

(US DOD, 2001, p. 408)
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to use the weapon.

operator. In theory, the operator would

tion) would be delivered as part of the

cuts. The fix determination requires

need only to flip open an access panel,

weapon system. In short, the policy

the loading of a complete catalogue of

insert a key or enter an access code,

and doctrine of the authorization

time-variable system information into

and the missile would remain active

chain of technical-use controls would

the GPS receiver before the fix can be

for the period and in the locations

be a critical part of the overall system,

calculated. The position and orbital

permitted by the relevant authority.

and essential to its design. Indeed, this

path of all satellites must be known,

Conversely, the logistics of putting

aspect might be more important and

along with all the associated individual

the infrastructure in place to permit

difficult to overcome than the techno-

satellite identification information.

this action is likely to be significant.

logical and logistical challenges. Future

This information is repeatedly down-

The objective of a nuclear PAL is

research on use-controls should include

loaded or updated to the receiver

a full exploration of these challenges.

about every 15 minutes. The position,

simply to prevent unauthorized firing.
For a conventional weapon, a more
nuanced approach would be required.

orbital path, and identification information is called the ‘almanac’ (US DOS,

tially difficult questions regarding

Global positioning system (GPS)
for technical-use control
activation

the length of the authorization period

The activation device does not have

information. All GPS equipment

and the system’s response to the entry

to be a physical key or keypad entry

requires a certain amount of time to

of an incorrect key or authorization

system. It could just as easily be a

‘warm up’ by downloading enough

code. Such questions would include

separate device that communicates

information to make the fix calcula-

how long the authorization should

with the weapon via a plug or radio

tion. The first fix calculation is called

last—a week, a month, or a year, for

frequency. Such devices are commonly

the guaranteed TFF. Depending on

instance—and what the consequences

used for computer access to software

the length of time a GPS device has

would be of inserting an incorrect key

or networks. They are generally pre-

been operating, the TFF can take 15

or activation code. For example, the

programmed but could be configured

minutes,8 20 seconds, or a millisecond

missile could be programmed to blow

to receive an activation code or signal

to determine its location. The TFF has

up in situ if incorrect authorization

from another data source, such as an

three start-up modes:

codes were repeatedly entered or if the

overhead satellite or a cell-phone tower.

operator attempted to bypass or dis

The CSIS has suggested employing a

able anti-tampering devices. If the

use-control that limits the areas in

weapon is not used, preserving the

which a MANPADS can be operated

missile and thereby reducing the cost

—a GPS-based ‘kill switch’ (Reed,

of an error made by authorized opera-

2012). The use of such devices would

tors might potentially give unauthor-

be tricky; under some conditions,

ized users another chance to bypass

about 15 minutes.

GPS-based use-controls7 could delay

the security system. Finally, there is the

WARM/Normal. If the device is

launch by as much as 15 minutes (if

question of whether the system should

operated every day, the time is

the GPS device is in a completely un-

known to within 20 seconds, the

launch the missile as an unguided

initialized state). This is the ‘time to

position is known to within 100 km,

munition, risking collateral damage.

first fix’ (TFF) listed in the manufac-

and the almanac is loaded, and

Moreover, creating a weapon sys-

turer’s specifications (US DOS, 1996,

the device only has to refresh the

tem that can be used only within a

ch. 3.5), although there may be ways

ephemeris data, which is repeated

certain period of time or in a specified

around this constraint, as explained

every 30 seconds. Thus, 30 seconds

location might be of concern to legiti-

below.

is the minimum TFF in these con-

Weapons designers and policy-makers
would have to answer several poten-

mate users, particularly governments

While the GPS position determina-

1996, ch. 3.5).
When the GPS device is first powered up, it has no global satellite system

COLD/Factory. The device has no
satellite information. The almanac
and all other data must be downloaded before a fix can be computed. Manufacturers usually
estimate the download time to be

ditions.

that import such systems. The issue of

tion, or ‘fix’, is theoretically based on

HOT/Standby. This is the normal

international transfers raises difficult

triangulation—using distance meas-

operation after the first fix has been

questions, including whether the

urements to any three of a constellation

determined. Also called ‘time to

launch-authorizing equipment (i.e.

of satellites—the calculation used by

subsequent fix’ (TSF), it is almost

the equipment required to change or

the device is more complicated, and

instantaneous and occurs when

extend the operational period or loca-

uses a number of mathematical short-

the device is operational and con-

http://www.smallarmssurvey.org
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tinuously updating (US DOS, 1996,

nance facility. Activation could be

main components of the MANPADS:

ch. 3.5.1).

based on location and could last for a

the BCU, the gripstock, or the missile

short fixed period of time, but must

round. Alternatively, devices installed

be periodically renewed. This would

in any of the three main components

mean resetting the activation codes

could be used in conjunction with de-

every few days at a special ‘in-theatre’

vices installed in auxiliary equipment,

facility.

such as the IFF interrogator.

The expected scenario for MANPADS
‘fresh out of the case’ would be cold/
factory, so the technical-use controls
would require a minimum of
15 minutesto determine the missile’s
location. Since the thermal battery
provides power for less than a minute,
a 15-minute delay in readying the
missile for launch would be severely
limiting.
Delays of more than a few seconds
would presumably be too long when
a hostile aircraft is approaching the
MANPADS operator. Thus, for a GPSbased technical-use control to work,
the GPS module would have to be in
at least standby mode to activate the
missile sufficiently quickly to engage
a target. The GPS-based use-controls
could be moved to a normal or standby
mode if the GPS was turned on some
time before it was to be used. Even if
authorized military operators were to
consider a 30-second delay acceptable
(which is unlikely), the device would
have to be turned on every few days
to keep the GPS active. Consequently,
the MANPADS would require some
type of low-current power source to
keep the GPS in standby mode.
Adding a small battery could pose
some logistical issues and also reduce
reliability. Additional maintenance
and inspection would be required to
ensure the batteries were fully

would make it unnecessary to keep an

PAL-like technical-use control would

active timer on the MANPADS system.

consist of three elements:

Since the weapon is powered down in
storage, a means to determine the

system to be electrically active several

(i)

An external code or key input
device with encrypted operational

exact time would be necessary as the

data.

power comes up from the thermal

(ii) A wired or wireless link to pass

battery. The use-controls could deter-

data between the input device

mine the time within a millisecond,

and the internal components.

since all GPS satellites use the same
time, and the almanac is not required.
The use-control mechanism could

(iii) Internal components that can
decrypt the operational data and
activate the missile system.

compare the actual time to a stored
‘valid until’ time and , if still valid, send

The external device would provide the

an activation signal to the missile. One

encrypted information used to enable

serious limitation of this workaround

the missile, and would probably re-

is that the missile rounds—designed

quire its own power source along with

to require little or no maintenance—

a clock or another means of deactivat-

could be rendered less reliable by any

ing the weapon. The external device

modification. Nonetheless, it could

would require periodic rekeying and

still be a more practical alternative to

reauthorization at a special facility, or

employing an active GPS technical-

a field maintenance facility, and com-

use control.

munication with those authorized to
reset or update the use-control.

Another possible approach is to

As noted above, the activation

use a cooperative signal intentionally
transmitted by the satellite controllers.

device or signal would be a digital

It might be feasible to reserve a ‘special

key, a clock or timer, or a GPS location

code’ or inject a continuously updated

signal. The device would decrypt a

signal, which could be interpreted as

digital message from the external
device and load it into the system

permission to launch, but only when
the satellite is over an authorized area.

9

charged. Furthermore, requiring the

microprocessor.
Ideally, the message would be

Modification of MANPADS
components for technicaluse controls

necessary in order to operate the mis-

The first design consideration would

data on the mapping of the control sur-

technical-use control could be rela-

be where to locate the additional hard-

faces that could be fed to the guidance

tively simple—such as using only the

ware, and what subsystems should be

system, parameters for the guidance

timestamp data from the GPS. The

inhibited in the case of an authoriza-

control gain signal, proximity-fusing

time signal is available in less than a

tion failure. For example, the addi-

algorithms, or any operational charac-

millisecond. The fix could be per-

tional equipment could be entirely

teristic required for the missile to hit

formed periodically at a field mainte-

internal to one or more of the three

its target. Once installed, the internal

minutes before use would e ntail significant modifications to the MANPADS
electrical system.
A workaround to an active GPS

8

As explained above, an effective

Using GPS for a time reference
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sile, rather than relying on a binary
launch-authorization code that could
be bypassed. Possible options include

device should not require updating or

The components are well understood

not be a weapon designer’s first

key or code resets because it would

and suited to long-range navigation.

choice. It could reduce reliability or

simply decrypt the data from the acti-

Hobbyists have even adapted GPS pay-

ease of use, and would require more

vation signal.

loads to model rockets so that they are

extensive and expensive testing. Since

easier to find when they come down,

it could interfere with the flight and

tion of contemporary electronics, most

and to monitor and record their flight

firing of the missile, adding the addi-

integrated circuits and surface-mount

paths (Knowles, 2005).

tional hardware would be more

Thanks to the micro miniaturiza-

components can also be sealed in high-

The missile itself is equipped with

expensive as it would affect a greater

temperature epoxy, which makes the

a reprogrammable microprocessor,

number of flight components. The use-

individual components effectively

which would probably make it slightly

control components would also take

(physically) inaccessible. The next

easier to interface a GPS sensor with

up additional space inside the missile,

section discusses which of the launch

its control system. It is theoretically

for which there may not be enough

actions can be altered to prevent

possible to introduce new software

room. Even if there were, additional

unauthorized use.

through the gripstock, although inter-

components could affect weight and

facing the new hardware to the exist-

balance. In some cases, adding use-

Technical-use controls embedded
in the missile round

ing microprocessor could pose a chal-

controls could require significant

lenge. Nevertheless, the advantage of

changes to the design of the missile.

A GPS antenna could be added to the

equipment in the missile round is that

to deactivate the missile after a speci-

missile and, thanks to commercial

it would also be close to the guidance

fied period of time, but that would re-

applications, the chip sets are small

system. Furthermore, it would not be

quire an active power source, a battery,

and inexpensive. The US military has

necessary to do anything other than

or a trusted external time source.10

made considerable investment in GPS

to disrupt one of the many guidance

The current battery is inert until acti-

missile-guidance technology. The Joint

signals internal to the microprocessor.

vated on launch (to preserve the shelf

Direct Attack Munition (JDAM) and

In any case, the missile is designed to

life). Finally, a strict GPS location-

Joint Stand-Off Weapon (JSOW) are

self-destruct after a period of time in

based approach located in the missile

two of several missiles that make use

flight.

is unlikely to be feasible11 since the

of the US GPS for guidance (Federation
of American Scientists, n.d.a; n.d.b.).

An SA-24 Igla-S MANPADS launch tube and missile. 

placing all the technical use-control

That said, adding technical-use
controls to the missile would probably

Internal components could be added

time of flight is too short to get a reliable position fix.

© Vitaly V. Kuzmin
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gressive degradation of critical compo-

Technical-use controls installed
in the gripstock

nents, seals or materials. But ensuring
the modifications are tamper-proof

In the case of the FIM-92 Stinger, a

would require additional measures.

better approach might be to put the
technical-use controls in the gripstock.
The advantage of doing so is that the
latest versions of the Stinger are

Furthermore, militants have shown
remarkable ingenuity in reviving older
MANPADS by using an external
power supply instead of the original

equipped with a module called the
remotely programmable microprocessor (RMP),12 which delivers new software to the guidance microprocessor
embedded in the missile (Armada Inter
national, 1990). An effective a pproach
might be to programme the system to
deliver faulty guidance instructions
to the missile microprocessor if authorization fails, which would prevent
target locking, cause erratic flight behaviour or simply cause it not to fire.
The authorization could be delivered with a wireless fob or another

battery (Binnie, 2013). Preventing the
use of an improvised power source
may require a technical use-control,
such as a mechanical or electronic
handshake between the battery and
the gripstock. Adding a connector
between the BCU and the gripstock
would permit electronic handshaking,
which would ensure that only a specific set of batteries could be used with
a specific gripstock. This would entail
additional costs and would require
some modifications to the gripstock’s
electronics but would prevent unau-

token, such as a wristband or wristwatch, as proposed by some developers of ‘smart gun’ technology. The

thorized users from using an improvised power supply or procuring
unmodified batteries on the black

difficulty is that it would introduce
yet another piece of hardware to maintain and ensure that it is available
when needed. The activation fob would
also need to be reset (or reauthorized)
periodically and, if not properly protected, the fob could be diverted along
with the weapon itself, thereby negating its capacity to prevent unauthorized use.

market. Since the BCU is a consumable,
there would be no need for extra tools
to reset the validity time since it could
simply be discarded.
Although the installation of technical-use controls in disposable, shortlife batteries is a potential solution,
the difficulty is that it may require an
excessively long authorization period,
given the lead time for battery manu-

Missile activation using the
identification friend or foe (IFF)
interrogator
The IFF module has logistical features
that make it an attractive option for a
technical-use control. Since the interrogator’s programmer is necessary to
transfer security data to the interrogator, it could be modified to allow for
loading activation codes and resetting
the validity period of the MANPADs.
Operationally, the gripstock’s microprocessor would contain something
like an encrypted reprogrammable
memory location for the ‘valid until’
date, after which the weapon would
not fire. When the IFF interrogator is
plugged in to the gripstock, it would
receive a new ‘valid until’ date. This
of course depends on the gripstock’s
having access to the correct time.
Alternatively, the IFF integrator could
provide an activation signal, without
considering any ‘valid until’ date. The
main drawback of placing the usecontrol device in the IFF interrogator
is that it would require significant
modifications to the gripstock electronics. As currently configured, the
IFF is not required to operate the
MANPADS. If the use-control device
were located in the IFF, it would have
to be modified so that the system
could not be used without it.

facture and procurement. This raises

Technical-use controls and
thermal battery redesign

the issue of what would be an appropriate lifespan for batteries, which
could range from between one and

Limiting the operational life of the
BCU is an attractive alternative to an
electronic PAL-like device. Venting the
battery’s argon, or the preventing the
ignition of the heating materials,
would effectively disable the system.
It would be a relatively simple engineering task to ensure that the battery
or argon supply is guaranteed to fail

10

five years. Since the clock starts the
minute the batteries are manufactured,
or set by a factory technician, it might
be more convenient to provide for the
reset and new ‘valid until’ dates electronically in the field or at another
point in the transfer chain that is closer
to operational forces.

Location of the reauthorization
facility or equipment
Regardless of where the technical-use
control is installed, special equipment
would be necessary to adjust the usecontrols for a renewed activation period
or a new location. Logically, the equipment would reside in a special facility
in the country of origin—at a facility
maintained either by the weapon producer or by the government. Where

after a specified period of time, either

exactly this facility is located would

by an electronic timer or by the pro-

depend on how long the weapon is
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scheduled to remain active, national

to ensure that the missile could be

especially helicopters. The charge is

policies on the storage and use of

fired only if the IFF interrogator were

seldom sufficient to cause extensive

MANPADS, and the nature of the ac-

attached.

structural damage to wide-bodied,

tivation and reset security equipment.

A time-limited BCU would not be

multi-engine planes. When the engines

a viable approach if an unauthorized

are widely spaced, as is the case with

Summary: locating the technicaluse controls

user could bypass the unit as has been

most commercial aircraft, the missile

done in the past. Adding a digital key

may destroy only one engine.16 Some

to the BCU would add security but

attacks against larger multi-engine

A GPS approach would require an

would also require some modifications

aircraft have failed, as the missile hit

additional 15 minutes to fix the loca-

to the gripstock.

the plane at an altitude that allowed

tion, and power to operate the GPS

14

In summary, technical-use controls

the pilot to recover from the loss of an

equipment. It could be combined with

could significantly reduce the threat

engine and land safely. Reducing the

a short activation period and per-

posed by MANPADS that are lost,

explosive power of the missile might

formed in the days or hours before an

stolen, or otherwise acquired by un-

further reduce the threat to large

expected engagement, using the IFF

authorized persons. There are several

civilian aircraft. A potential drawback

interrogator or accessory equipment

possible approaches to deploying use-

of this approach is its impact on the

to activate the missile in the field.

controls on MANPADS, all of which

operational effectiveness of MANPADS

would require at least some modifica-

that are equipped with proximity

tions to key components and the estab-

fuses. The warheads of many modern

lishment of a logistics infrastructure to

MANPADS are designed to detonate

maintain, reset, or transmit activation

—and thereby damage an aircraft—

codes. The financial, administrative,

even when the missile does not make

and logistical challenges of doing this

a direct hit (i.e. come into physical

may prove to be significant. Further-

contact with the target). Reducing the

more, failure to safeguard codes and

amount of explosive material in the

other sensitive elements of the infra-

warheads may significantly reduce

structure could render use-controls

their effect radius and, consequently,

ineffective. Policy-makers would need

their effectiveness.

Placing the use-control device in
the gripstock alone would require a key
or code-entry system, anti-tampering
devices, or time reference to allow activation in the 45 to 60 seconds that the
MANPADS has power. On-board
expiry dates would have to be loaded
by the manufacturer or an authorized
service facility. It would require adding
a timer or a clock to the gripstock to
ensure the codes have not expired. The
addition of a timer would mean the
gripstock would have to be electrically
active during the authorized period.
There is currently no electrical power
to operate a timer. The correct time

to give careful consideration to these

Another approach might be to

issues before adopting programmes

design the missile to discriminate

to develop technical-use controls.

between potential targets based on the
size of the aircraft. Some recent mis-

Other strategies

sile seekers include full high-resolution

There are several other modifications

ning single detectors used in earlier

Installing a use-control device in

to a MANPADS that could help to pre-

generations of missiles (Kögler, 2013,

the IFF interrogator would allow the

vent—or minimize the damage caused

p. 31). Given the miniaturization of

weapon to operate at any time during

by—unauthorized use. One potential

modern electronics and small artificial

a predetermined activation period. This

option is to reduce the volume of explo-

intelligence-based processing systems,

period would presumably coincide with

sives in the missile warhead. A Stinger

it may soon be possible to use image-

the existing schedule for re-setting

missile with its 3 kg payload of high

recognition techniques to identify a

and date might be obtained by the use
of a simplified GPS receiver.

imaging systems in place of the scan-

the CID codes (Boyd et al., 2005),

explosive has an energy potential of

potential target as probably being a

which are changed every few days.

about 18.8 megajoules (MJ), the equiv-

commercial aircraft and so prevent

The authorization codes would be

alent of around 20 sticks of dynamite.

engagement. More immediately, the

provided to the IFF interrogator only

A 10 kg missile without a warhead

guidance system could be modified to

if the device were updated within the

travelling at Mach 2 would deliver al-

prevent firing on large multi-engine

permitted geographic region or

most as much punch (16 MJ) as the

aircraft while they are accelerating

validity period. As noted above, this

explosives in the Stinger warhead.15

and climbing during take-off —the

13

approach would be likely to require
significant modifications to the system

MANPADS can be very effective
against single-engine aircraft, and

flight stage when large or civilian aircraft are typically most vulnerable to

http://www.smallarmssurvey.org
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a MANPADS attack. Such an approach

narrow-body and wide-body com-

tion […] requirements […] would

might be accommodated by changing

mercial aircraft’ (US DHS, 2010, p. ii).

cause serious operational, logistical,

the threat profiles stored in the oper-

The DHS report also notes that ‘the

and financial problems for U.S. air

ating system of the reprogrammable

airlines can integrate these DIRCM

carriers and an unsustainable burden

microprocessor.

systems without significant impacts

on the U.S. export licensing system’

to daily operations’ (US DHS, 2010,

(US DHS, 2010, pp. 56–57).

17

p. iv). Where the systems fell short was

Plane-mounted anti-missile
systems

in reliability and operational factors,

missile systems installed on aircraft

such as the level of periodic mainte-

today will be effective against MAN-

The most high-profile technology-

nance required (US DHS, 2010). In

PADS that may be developed in the

based approach to countering the

other words, they work well when they

future. Each new generation of MAN-

threat of MANPADS falling into the

do work, but may not be sufficiently

PADS is designed to defeat the counter-

wrong hands is the installation of anti-

reliable for use in high-volume, every-

measures in use at the time. The tech-

missile systems on civilian aircraft.

day operations. Also, the DHS tested

nology for anti-missile systems also

This strategy attracted significant

only DIRCM systems, which use a

continues to improve, but the very

attention from policy-makers and the

laser rather than pyrotechnic flares,

nature of countermeasure and counter-

media, and several companies have

in part because the threat scenario for

countermeasure development is that

developed new systems (or modified

civil aircraft might require the use of

the defensive systems will lag behind

existing military systems) for use on

flares near to the ground, where

the missile technology.

commercial aircraft.

people are living. As noted by the US

Regardless, the principal obstacles

Congressional Research Service, ‘most

remain. Aircraft-mounted anti-missile

lamps, Infrared Countermeasures

flares pose a fire hazard to combusti-

systems are expensive and require

(IRCM), and Directional Infrared

bles on the ground, and may be too

significant maintenance, logistical

(laser) Countermeasures (DIRCM)

risky for urban areas’ (Bolkcom and

support, and special facilities. Modify-

can be effective, but equipping even a

Feickert, 2004, p. 13).

ing the weapon rather than the target

Technologies such as flares, flash-

fraction of commercial wide-body air-

Moreover, Aircraft Missile Protec-

may be a more viable strategy.

craft with these systems would be a

tion Systems (AMPS) are classified as

costly undertaking. The US Depart-

weapons in the Wassenaar Arrange-

ment of Homeland Security (DHS)

ment Munition List.18 There is an excep-

estimates that installing anti-missile

tion for certain less-advanced systems

Whether the use-controls are based on

systems on national commercial air-

once they are installed on an aircraft,

time, location, authorization codes, or

craft alone would cost USD 43 billion

and certified for civil flight safety by a

some combination of all three, an infra-

over 20 years. This estimate is based

national aviation authority. But, under

structure is required to maintain and

on installing, operating and main-

current law, the shipment of replace-

reset the activation codes. This infra-

taining the defensive systems on more

ment systems and spare parts would

structure would include, among other

than 3,600 commercial US-registered

be subject to export restrictions and

things, a key or code-management

passenger planes (US DHS, 2010, p. 33).

a cumbersome licensing process (WA,

system, software, and hardware,20

Applying this to all commercial air-

2013, section ML4.c).19

and could have significant logistical,

As noted, the devices tested by the

craft worldwide would entail enor-

Conclusion

budgetary, and tactical implications

mous costs, which would increase as

DHS were not flare systems, and would

for the armed forces of countries

the commercial fleet grows. The US

not be exempt as civilian items under

seeking to deploy MANPADS with

aircraft company Boeing estimates

section ML4.d. The DHS noted in the

use-controls.

that, by 2032, there will be more than

conclusion of its final report that if

40,000 aircraft in service, twice as

counter-MANPADS are deployed on

and policy questions that must be

many as in 2013 (Boeing, 2013, p. 15).

airliners, Congress would have to

addressed even before the design

provide ‘export control legislation to

phase of any potential use-control.

the DIRCM technology to be effective:

specifically address the use of military

These questions include issues such

‘The production representative proto-

technologies employed to protect com-

as the optimum length of the activa-

types meet system effectiveness

mercial aviation’. Further, it warned

tion period, who is permitted to own

requirements and the design allows

that ‘[c]ompliance with the current

the activation-reset equipment, and

for a universal solution across large

International Traffic in Arms Regula-

the export-control regulations that

Notably, DHS officials declared

12

Finally, it is unclear whether anti-
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There are several key procedural

would apply to MANPADS equipped

most effective approach to equipping

and other multilateral forums to ad-

with use-controls, and for the associ-

MANPADS with technical-use con-

dress this i ssue by facilitating the

ated technology. Further questions

trols requires careful consideration of

sharing of i nformation on technologi-

include whether use-control devices

these questions—and the underlying

cal innovations relevant to the devel-

should be incorporated into all mis-

issues they are meant to address—by

opment of use-controls and by en-

siles produced, or whether it is suffi-

all the relevant parties.

couraging member states to report on

cient to make modifications for special
circumstances.
The successful development of use-

In addition to policy work at the
national level, international action may
be required to harmonize national

progress in applying use-controls in
newly d
 esigned MANPADS.
Finally, it should be noted that use-

controls would generate an additional

approaches to designing and estab-

control devices are not a panacea. It is

set of questions for policy-makers, such

lishing control standards for technical-

unlikely that technology can provide

as whether MANPADS equipped with

use controls. Preliminary efforts to this

solutions for scenarios similar to the

use-controls should be supplied to

end took place in 2003, when the WA

Libyan or Syrian civil wars, during

foreign purchasers and operators. If

Plenary agreed to ‘implement techni-

which hundreds of older MANPADS

so, this would raise the issue of where

cal performance and/or launch control

were looted from government depots.

the initial authorization should take

features for newly designed MAN-

Addressing the threat posed by these

place—in the country of origin or in

PADS as such technologies become

and the thousands of additional

the importing country—and whether

available to them’ (WA, 2007, para. 3.4)

MANPADS already in the global

the activation or reset equipment

as part of an expanded version of the

inventory that are vulnerable to diver-

would be transferred to the importing

‘Elements for Export Controls of Man-

sion requires continued efforts to

country. A further consideration is that

Portable Air Defense Systems (MAN-

eliminate obsolete or poorly secured

of national policies for transferring

PADS)’ (WA, 2007).

stocks of MANPADS and to limit

weapons from a government to a non-

21

It may be appropriate for the WA,

transfers only to those governments

the OSCE, and the G8 Secretariats,

with the means and the will to secure

Live-fire testing of an FIM-92 Stinger MANPADS at the US Air Force’s Eglin test facility in Florida, 2014. 

© Samuel King Jr. / US Air Force photo

governmental entity. Selecting the
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them. These efforts will remain essential, regardless of whether technicaluse controls are included in the next

Endnotes
1

generation of MANPADS.
Technology continues to advance,
inate some of the key technical con-

2

straints associated with MANPADS

or explosive. But intentionally limiting

on MANPADS do not define ‘technical

the shelf-life of a MANPADS system is

performance and/or launch control

unlikely to be acceptable to the manufacturer or purchaser.

refers to the types of device described as

11 Some existing options are discussed in

‘technical-use controls’ in this Issue Brief.

the section on GPS-based technical-use

The relevant provision in the G8 agree-

controls.

ment reads ‘we agree […] [t]o examine

discussed above. New and improved

12 Also referred to as the RMP ROM module.

the feasibility of development for new

13 For a more detailed review of IFF and

technologies that are relevant to the

Manpads of specific technical perform-

CID technology see Boyd et al. (2005).

ance or launch control features that pre-

14 See Chivers (2014). To the author’s knowl-

development and deployment of
technical-use controls include faster
position determination, improved

clude their unauthorized use’ (G8, 2003,

edge, armed groups have developed im

para. 1.6). Paragraph 3.4 of the OSCE’s

provised batteries only for SA-7 pattern

Principles for Export Controls of Man-

missiles, which do not contain coolant.

ground-based or satellite telecommu-

portable Air Defence Systems is identical

15 Author’s calculation.

nication links, and onboard biometric

to the wording of the relevant provisions

16 The exception being planes in which the

in the WA.

engines are mounted close together at

Most MANPADS-producing countries,

the tail of the aircraft, which makes them

including the United States, have not intro

more vulnerable to catastrophic MAN-

technological solution will be to en-

duced new models since the provision

PADS attacks. Examples include the

sure that authorized firings do not

was added to the WA’s Elements in 2003,

downing of a Tupolev 154B operated by

and the available evidence suggests that

Transair Georgia on 22 September 1993

few, if any, countries have incorporated

and the attack on a Boeing 727-30 oper-

use-control devices into their MANPADS

ated by Lignes Aeriennes Congolaises on

(e.g. retina and fingerprint) scanners.
But the greatest difficulty with any

3

fail, and that unauthorized firings do
not succeed.

(Schroeder, 2013, pp. 5, 26–27).
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Council. <http://www.nrdc.org/

[…] N.B.2. For Aircraft Missile Protection

<http://www.concepts.aero/system/

Systems (AMPS), see ML4.c. […] ML4. c.

files/CID-tencon-2005.pdf>

Aircraft Missile Protection Systems

Chivers, C.J. 2014. ‘A Syrian Rebel Advance

nuclear/euro/euro.pdf>
Londoño, Ernesto and Greg Miller. 2013.
‘CIA Begins Weapons Delivery to Syrian

Off the Battlefield: A Longer-Lasting

Rebels.’ The Washington Post. 11 September.

Battery for Missiles.’ The New York Times.

<http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/

Code Management System (CMS), devel-

25 July. <http://www.nytimes.com/2014/

national-security/cia-begins-weapons-

oped in about 1995, has simplified the

07/26/world/middleeast/a-syrian-rebel-

delivery-to-syrian-rebels/2013/09/11/

logistics for the operators, and has

advance-off-the-battlefield-a-longer-

9fcf2ed8-1b0c-11e3-a628-7e6dde8f889d_

improved the flexibility and speed in

lasting-rechargeable-battery-for-the-sa-7b-

deploying and arming weapons. But the

a-shoulder-fired-missile-system.html>

OSCE (Organization for Security and Co-

Cordesman, Anthony H. 2012. ‘Syria, U.S.

operation in Europe). 2008. ‘Updating

(AMPS)’ (WA, 2013, p. 170).
20 A nuclear key management called the

greater security comes at the cost of

story.html>

developing 14 custom tools (nine software

Power Projection, and the Search for an

the OSCE Principles for Export Controls

and five hardware products) (Kristensen,

“Equalizer”.’ The Center for Strategic and

of Man-portable Air Defence Systems.’

2005, pp. 20–21).
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Decision No. 5/08. 26 May.

21 The WA agreement was revised in 2007
and the OSCE revised its counterpart in
2008. The language specific to ‘Launch
Controls’ remains unchanged.
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